Silk Elephant Crochet Pattern suitable for Adults
Can be modified for children under 14 years
#LittleELE
With thanks to Sarah at Repeat Crafter Me

WOOL
Please use new and clean wool. Please avoid ‘tinsel’ yarns, those
with attached sequins or mohair style yarns with fibres that pull off.
If you would like the elephants to be suitable for children, please use
machine washable wool and all knitting yarn must comply with
BS EN71-3. Shops like Hobbycraft sell compliant wool.
Materials:
– Suggested Worsted weight yarn.
And a small piece of black for the eye.
– Size G Crochet Hook (the bigger the hook the bigger the appliqué and
vice versa)
– Tapestry needle
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Abbreviations:
Sl St = Slip Stitch
SC = Single Crochet
HDC = Half Double Crochet
DC = Double Crochet
NOW to the exciting PART
Elephant Applique Pattern:
Magic ring, chain 1 and make 8 HDC in ring, join, ch 1
Round 2: 2 Hdc in each stitch around, join ch 1 (16 Hdc)
Round 3: 2 Hdc in first, HDC in next, repeat around, join chain 1
Round 4: SC in next 2, SC + HDC + DC in next, DC in next, ch 2
and join with slip stitch to next, slip stitch in next 2, chain 2, DC in
next 2, chain 2 and slip stitch in next (you have now made the feet),
SC in next 2, slip stitch in next, chain 9, SC down chain, DC in
same stitch as where your chain started (you have now made the
trunk), DC in next 3, HDC in next, SC in remaining stitches to finish
out the round…before joining, chain 3, slip stitch down chain, join to
last stitch (you have now made the tail). Fasten off leaving long tail.
Elephant Ear:
Magic ring, chain 2 and make 9 DC in ring, chain 2 and join to ring.
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Make a French Knot for the eye.
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